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Introduction
Telescope apertures continue to increase because of our desire to observe fainter and more distant objects. As the telescope size increases, the physical scale of seeing-limited instruments increases in proportion. Extreme cases include instruments for the so-called "Extremely Large Telescopes," such as the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT). 1 Corresponding instruments require huge optics, imposing technical challenges in manufacturing and supporting them. A specific example is the wide-field optical spectrograph (WFOS), [2] [3] [4] [5] one of the TMT first-light instruments. It is being developed by an international collaboration led by the University of California Observatories. WFOS covers the wavelength range of 310 to 1000 nm and offers spectral resolving powers (R) of ∼5000 and ∼1000 in high and low dispersion modes, respectively.
To simultaneously cover the entire wavelength range even in the high dispersion mode, WFOS explored designs that utilized consecutive spectral orders obtained from cross-dispersion prisms in addition to the main reflective gratings. This approach was used in the multiobject Echellette mode 6 for IMACS 7 on the Magellan Telescope. However, it was found that, even with camera systems whose largest lens diameter was ∼440 mm, vignetting was ∼40% at the field edge. This diameter of 440 mm represents the largest size of currently available calcium fluoride blanks. Therefore, enlarging the camera diameter further was considered very high risk.
The vignetting can be reduced using a transmission disperser because the camera systems can be located closer to the dispersers at an internal pupil location. A transmission volume phase holographic (VPH) grating is broadly used for astronomical instruments because of its high efficiency. However, since it works only in the first spectral order, the entire wavelength range cannot be simultaneously covered in the high dispersion mode. In the case of a grism, the prism apex angle is required to be >66 deg to get R ¼ 5000 for affordable materials. Considering the internal pupil diameter of 300 mm, such a grism would be prohibitively large and does not enable us to put the camera systems close to the pupil. In the case of a transmission blazed grating, to get R ∼ 5000 the incident angle is ∼43 deg. For such a large incident angle, the refractive index (n) needs to be >2.2. However, materials with n > 2.2 are limited to special ones such as diamond or ZnSe, with no affordable alternatives. There is a development effort underway for a new transmission grating achieving R ¼ 5000 with an affordable material, but it is still under development. 8 Facing this situation, the WFOS development team decided to study alternate concepts. 5, 9 Slicer-WFOS is one of these concepts. It uses a series of image slicers to achieve higher spectral dispersion while maintaining target multiplex. An image slicer has been used for high dispersion spectrographs such as high dispersion spectrograph 10 on the Subaru telescope and UVvisual high-resolution Echelle spectrograph 11 on Very Large Telescope (VLT). Those instruments adopt the Bowen-Walraven type slicer 12, 13 or a variation. However, these designs are optimized for point-like objects and hence are not proper for extended objects such as galaxies. For extended objects, a longer pseudoslit is required. One example is the image slicer of Xshooter 14 on VLT that has the pseudoslit length of 4 arc sec, although it is a single-object spectrograph. Slicer-WFOS is required to be capable of multiobject spectroscopy.
In this paper, we report our conceptual study of the image slicer for Slicer-WFOS. After explaining the Slicer-WFOS concept in Sec. 2, three optical designs are introduced and compared in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, a technical challenge imposed by the TMT field curvature is described. In Sec. 5, we briefly describe considerations on reflection coatings. Finally, conceptual mechanical structures of the slicer module and the exchange system are shown in Sec. 6.
Slicer-WFOS Concept
The primary instrument parameters of Slicer-WFOS are summarized in Table 1 . In this concept, transmission VPH gratings are used for both the red and blue arms (Fig. 1 ). The gratings offer R ∼ 1500 for a 0.75-arc sec-width slit and cover the entire wavelength range in one exposure. In the high dispersion mode, small image slicer modules are positioned on the telescope focal surface instead of a slit mask. The image slicer divides a 0.75-arc sec-aperture width into three slices with the width of 0.25 arc sec each, and the higher spectral resolution of R ∼ 4500 can be achieved using the same grating as in the low dispersion mode. The pixel scale of Slicer-WFOS is ∼0.05 arc sec ∕pixel, assuming the pixel size of 15 μm, and hence the slice width is sampled by ∼5 pixels.
Simply using a narrow slit with 0.25-arc sec width, R ∼ 4500 can be achieved. However, in this case, only about 33% of light from a point source can be captured under 0.7 arc sec seeing ( Fig. 2 ). When reflectivity of 98% is assumed for each mirror of the slicer module (see Sec. 5), the throughput is not largely degraded from the 0.75-arc sec-slit case, and the fraction of light entering WFOS is ∼75%. In addition, it should be noted that, even in the high dispersion mode, the entire wavelength range can also be covered in one exposure. The transmission VPH grating allows us to locate the cameras closer to the input pupils. In addition, the input pupils maintain a circular shape with a 300mm diameter because the gratings are used in the Littrow configuration. These features make the camera optical design easier and the vignetting lower.
3 Optical Design of the Image Slicer
Requirements
The basic requirements for the image slicer are summarized in Table 2 . The slice width is 550 μm, corresponding to 0.25 arc sec on sky. The slice length is 15.3 mm, corresponding to 7 arc sec on sky, which is required for precise sky subtraction using a nodding method. Considering the total slit length of 8.3 arc sec, the maximum multiplicity is 23 including some margin for optomechanics. A requirement for the output beam direction deviation with respect to the original direction must be considered. TMT does not have adequate baffles, and therefore WFOS will have an internal baffle in order to reduce stray light. The baffle is located at the internal pupil image. If the output beam direction significantly deviates from that of the input beam, the pupil image shifts significantly. This causes larger vignetting at the baffle and increases stray light. We therefore require less than 0.115 deg angular deviations, corresponding to a 3% pupil shift.
Two-Mirror Design
To coexist with the low dispersion mode using a simple slit mask, the slicer module is required to provide an exit pupil and exit F ratio identical to those of the telescope, and the pseudoslits are also required to be at the telescope focal surface. Since those requirements can be satisfied with at least two surfaces, our initial design was the two-mirror system. The slice mirrors are at the telescope focal surface and do not change the F ratio. When the recreated image by the second mirror is located on the telescope focal surface, the curvature radius (R 2nd ) of the second mirror must be equal to the distance (d) between the slice mirror and the second mirror [ Fig. 3 
(a)]:
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Hence, there is only one free parameter in the two-mirror design. Figure 4 shows the optical design. All mirrors have concave spherical surfaces with an identical curvature radius. For the central slice, there is no slice mirror and incoming light passes through the module. Incoming light to the two side slices is reflected by the slice mirrors and reimaged next to the center slice on the telescope focal surface by the secondary mirrors. For ease of manufacturing, the actual slice mirrors have larger size than the reflection area and are masked for unused area (Fig. 5 ).
This design shows sufficiently good image quality in comparison with the pseudoslit width of 550 μm ( Fig. 6 ), although optimization was not thoroughly applied. However, we found large module-tilt sensitivity of the output beam direction. The output beam tilts by about twice the module tilt. For example, when the module tilts by 0.5 deg, the output beam tilts by about 1 deg with respect to the original direction. This can be easily interpreted as a natural feature of the second mirror with an equal magnification [ Fig. 7(a) ]. When the module is tilted by θ, the output beam chief ray is also tilted by θ with respect to the optical axis of the module because the distance between the slicer and the second mirror is the same as the distance between the second mirror and the recreated image. Since the axis is also tilted by θ to the same direction, the angle between the output beam chief ray and the input beam chief ray is 2θ.
Four-Mirror Design
When an identical mirror pair [third and fourth mirrors in Fig. 7(b) ] is added after the second mirror, the tilt sensitivity can be canceled. In this case, the output chief ray is also tilted by θ with respect to the module axis, but its rotation direction is opposite to the angle from the input chief ray to the module axis. This is the four-mirror concept described further in this section. Figure 8 shows the optical layout of the four-mirror design. Similar to the two-mirror design, all mirrors have concave spherical surfaces with an identical curvature radius. In this design, the module-tilt sensitivity of the output beam direction is dramatically improved. For the module tilt of 0.5 deg, the output beam tilts only by ∼0.05 deg with respect to the original direction. The spot RMS diameters are <50 μm at the telescope focal surface, which is well below the pseudoslit width of 550 μm ( Fig. 9 ). Figure 10 shows the tolerance analysis result for the output beam direction using a Monte Carlo approach. In this analysis, tilt and decenter amplitudes of each mirror are assumed to be within 0.02 deg and 30 μm, respectively. We found that this design met requirements on the output beam deviation about 52% of the time. This is because tilt errors and the decenter of each mirror act to degrade the performance, although the module tilt is almost insensitive to the output beam direction error. To improve on this, higher manufacturing and assembling accuracies are needed but were deemed challenging.
Flat-Mirror Design
To meet the specification for the output beam direction deviation, a completely new design was introduced (Fig. 11 ). In this design, all mirrors are flat. Hence, there is no image quality degradation. Incoming light for the two side slices is reflected by the slice mirrors and reflected again by the secondary mirror. Viewed from the spectrograph, the virtual pseudoslit images are located behind the secondary mirrors. Incoming light for the central slice passes through the image slicer and goes through four mirrors to match the virtual pseudoslit location to the other two. The pseudoslit configuration at the virtual image surface is shown in Fig. 12 . The total pseudoslit length is 47 mm including gaps between the spectra. An optical system consisting of an even number of flat mirrors shows no module-tilt sensitivity of the output beam direction. In addition, the decenter of each mirror does not affect the reflection direction. Therefore, we can expect better performance regarding the output beam direction deviation. For the central channel, the first and the fourth mirrors are located at the front and the rear surfaces of a wedged glass plate so that assembly error of this wedged plate is canceled out. According to the tolerance analysis with the parameter ranges identical to those in Fig. 10 , the requirement on the output beam direction deviation is achieved nearly 100% of the time (Fig. 13) .
In Slicer-WFOS as with other imaging spectrographs, the collimator's conjugate focal surface is matched to the telescope focal surface. The slicer modules are installed in the spectrograph so that the virtual pseudoslits locate at the collimator's conjugate focal surface. To do so, the image slicers must be placed ∼100 mm away from the nominal telescope focus. Hence, in the high dispersion mode, the telescope secondary mirror is shifted slightly to align the telescope focal surface with the slicers. We confirmed that this secondary mirror shift does not significantly degrade image quality.
Design Comparison
A comparison of the three designs described above is summarized in Table 3 . All designs show sufficiently good image quality for a pseudoslit width of 550 μm, with the flat-mirror design showing no appreciable image quality degradation. The twomirror design exhibits large module-tilt sensitivity in the output beam deviation, which we deem unacceptable. The four-mirror design has a much smaller sensitivity. However, when manufacturing and assembling errors are considered, the expected success rate in meeting requirements is only 52%. The flat-mirror design has negligible module-tilt sensitivity and is expected to meet our specifications, even when manufacturing and assembling errors are taken into consideration. In addition, its manufacturability is most straightforward among the designs considered because all mirror surfaces are flat, although the number of mirrors is obviously greater than that of the two-mirror design. Although the telescope secondary mirror must be slightly shifted, image quality can be preserved. Considering its excellent performances, we conclude that the flat-mirror design is preferable for Slicer-WFOS. 4 Adaptation for the TMT Field Curvature TMT has a steep field curvature with a radius of ∼3 m and the collimator matches this field curvature. Considering the total length of the three pseudoslits (47 mm), if the three pseudoslits are located on an identical plane perpendicular to the telescope optical axis, the pseudoslit edges of the two side slices will be out of defocus with respect to the collimator in the outer WFOS field [ Fig. 14(a) ]. To reduce this defocus, two variations of the pseudoslit configurations were studied: a tilted configuration and a stair-step configuration [Figs. 14(b) and 14(c) ]. In the tilted configuration, the slicer is tilted to align with the local slope of the telescope focal surface. As a result, the virtual pseudoslits also align with the local slope of the collimator's conjugate focal surface. In the stair-step configuration, the pseudoslits locations are matched to the collimator's conjugate focal surface by changing the mirror positions. Each pseudoslit does not tilt in this case. These configurations require different kinds of designs for different field positions. In the tilted configuration, we found that at least nine kinds of designs are required to cover the entire Slicer-WFOS field (Fig. 15 ). Figure 16 shows one example having a 9-deg tilt angle. The central pseudoslit is slightly offset along the telescope optical axis with respect to the two side pseudoslits. This enables it to trace the field curvature along the dispersion direction. In the stair-step configuration, the required number of the design variants was significantly greater. Therefore, we did not pursue the stair-step configuration.
It was found that three or four modules are required for each design to cover each field region. As a result, to cover the entire field, at least 29 modules must be prepared in total. This number (29) is not equal to the maximum multiplicity (23). The slicer field-of-view exists around the central pseudoslit on the projected plane shown in Fig. 17 . For example, when an object is at a position immediately to the left of the border of two regions covered by designs A and B (right inset of Fig. 17) , we have to use design A. On the other hand, when an object is to the right of the border, we have to use design B. The number of modules simultaneously used is less than or equal to the maximum multiplicity.
Coating
In the optical range, aluminum and silver are frequently used for reflective coatings. Aluminum coatings have a dip in reflectivity around 850 nm to ∼85%. Even for wavelengths outside of this dip, the reflectivity is ∼92%. Considering the four mirrors for the central slice, the throughput due to aluminum reflection losses will decrease to ∼52% at the dip and ∼72% outside the dip. When a dielectric coatings are added on top of aluminum to enhance the reflectivity at the dip, it is commonly found Fig. 17 For illustration purposes, two field regions covered by designs A and B are considered. Each region has a width equivalent to three total-pseudoslit-length widths. In this case, (a) the multiplicity is six. However, in order to obtain data for a target close to the border, we need more modules, as shown in (b) (eight in this case). The right inset is the magnified view around the border. Object positions for the two modules are shown by stars.
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Jul-Sep 2019 • Vol. 5(3) that the reflectivity at 310 nm, the blue limit for Slicer-WFOS, decreases significantly. Reflectivity of silver rapidly drops from 400 nm to shorter wavelengths. UV-enhanced silver coating developed for the Gemini telescopes has high reflectivity even at wavelengths shorter than 400 nm. 15 However, it shows very low reflectivity at 310 nm.
One solution is a high reflectivity coating using only multilayer dielectric coating. According to a coating vendor we inquired with, reflectivity greater than 98% over 310 to 1000 nm is achievable in theory. They noted that, in the actual products, there might be sharp dips in reflectivity at some wavelengths due to manufacturing error. If the reflectivity is more than 98%, the combined throughput is ∼92% and ∼96% for the central and side slices, respectively.
6 Mechanical Concept 6.1 Slicer Module Figure 18 shows a conceptual design for the mechanical structure of the slicer module. The orange part holds two slice mirrors and two second mirrors for the two-side channels. The gray part holds four mirrors for the central channel. Each part is monolithically fabricated. There is no alignment-adjusting mechanism for all mirrors. All mirrors are held in place with clips to press reference surfaces in the mechanical structure. They are not bonded to the mechanical structure in order to avoid stress due to temperature changes between assembling and observation. Slicer-WFOS is envisioned to have an enclosure in which the temperature is controlled at 0 AE 0.1°C. Hence, temperature changes during observations are not a concern.
The reference surfaces must be fabricated with sufficient precision. From a tolerance analysis, we found that μm-level fabrication accuracy is required. A high precision five-axis machining center would be able to achieve this accuracy even for this complex structure. Tilt error in assembling the two parts does not contribute to output beam deviations because the mirrors for each channel are held by either part and because the flatmirror design does not show appreciable module-tilt sensitivity (see Sec. 3.4).
Mask Plate for the Slicer Modules
A mask plate for the slicer modules consists of a frame and a holder plate (Fig. 19) . The slicer modules are plugged into a mask plate so that the slice mirrors of each module are located at the telescope focal surface using a template surface ( Fig. 20) and then clamped (Fig. 21) . The holder plate is discarded after the observation, but the frame is reused.
Position errors of the slicer module were estimated from a root square sum of putative error contributions assuming manufacturing errors (flatness of 0.02 mm, location error of 0.05 mm, and angular error of 0.05 deg) and the fitting tolerance of 0.05 mm. Estimated errors are summarized in Table 4 . These positioning errors cause a displacement of the slice mirror with respect to an object image. Assuming the rotation center is Fig. 18 Conceptual mechanical structure of the slicer module. It consists of two parts (orange and gray parts). Light and the mirrors are shown by yellow and blue, respectively. at the holder plate, the slice mirror displacement is estimated to be ∼0.2 mm at most. This causes 2% to 3% light loss for 0.7-arc sec seeing.
Exchange Mechanism
An exchange mechanism has not been studied in depth because the WFOS mechanical structure is not yet clearly defined. Figure 22 shows one of the possible concepts. A robotic arm next to WFOS assembles the mask plate for the slicer modules; it puts the holder plate on the frame and plugs the slicer modules into the holder plate. After an exposure, the WFOS rotating structure is rotated to a certain position, and the old mask plate is slid out using rails embedded in the WFOS rotating structure. The robotic arm exchanges the previous plate with the newly plugged one. During the exposure, the robotic arm disassembles the old mask plate and assembles a new mask plate for the next observation.
Summary
We have studied image slicer modules that enable a high spectral dispersion mode for the multiobject spectrograph, WFOS. Three optical designs of the slicer module have been developed and compared. We found that the module-tilt sensitivity to the output beam deviation imposes tight tolerances. A two-mirror design shows the unacceptable sensitivity. A four-mirror design dramatically reduces the sensitivity, but the tolerances of manufacturing and assembling are too tight. A flat-mirror design shows no module-tilt sensitivity. Although the tolerances are looser than the other two, they are still challenging. We suggest that a five-axis high precision machining center would achieve the μm-level fabrication accuracy required for the slicer module structure. We concluded that the flat-mirror design is the most preferable for Slicer-WFOS. We also found that, to adapt the TMT field curvature, the slicer must be aligned to the local slope of the telescope focal surface. This requires at least nine kinds of designs to cover the entire WFOS field and 29 modules in total.
Finally, we introduced mechanical concepts for the slicer module and exchange mechanism. The expected positioning error of the slicer module causes 2% to 3% light loss due to the lateral displacement of the slice mirror with respect to the object image.
The Slicer-WFOS concept has not been selected as a baseline because of its operational complexity and the technical challenge in manufacturing. As we describe, although μm-level accuracy is required for manufacturing the optomechanics, it can be achieved using a high precision five-axis machining center. TMT considered the associated risks for such a firstlight instrument too great, especially in light of other design solutions for the WFOS instrument. 
